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include, for example. a brief meditation on the term 'autobiography' by Phoebe Gloeckner, work 
surprisingly well to highlight the pervasive themes of the very diverse, lengthier essays. The book 
also reads as a veritable who's-who in the world of visual autobiographical criticism, with new (and 
several republished) ess,1ys by Paul John Eakin, Marianne Hirsch, Bella Brodzki, Sidonie Smith, Linda 
Haverty Rugg, Julia Watson, Leigh Gilmore, Isaac Cates, Bart Beaty and Hillary Chute, among others. 
1:or those interested in teaching autobiographical c<>mics tht\Oty along�ide interdisciplinaiy approaches 
to other modes of visual autobiography, Grnphic Su!ryects is an invaluable and overdue collection. 
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Anyone familiar with post·punk comic Lave and Rocke/$ and Jaime Hernandez's instantly identifiable 
comics style, will be awore of the extraordinarily textured world he has crei\ted. Maggie Chascarillo 
and Hopey Glass (with an increasing foq1s on ptoso1ar mechanic Maggie) and their peers were, and 
r0main, fully rounded characters inhabiting a tich, C()ntinually developing and highly nuanced 
Southern Californian setting. The warmth and reverence that the characters inspire in readers should 
come as no surprise, as older readers have aged in parallel with the lac.as while newer readers will 
have stumbled on a vividly realized universe that matches that oi any superhero continuity. 

It is only fitting given Jaime Hernandez's major contribution to comics art that a first encounter 
with Todd Hignite's irnpressive monqgraph is a weighty one: this ts a big book, one that attempts, 
and largely succeeds 1n presenting the full range of Hernandez's .ichievements in the field in a 
format that does them justice. This is a typically elegant and sumptuous and glossy tome from 
Abrams Comic.Arts imprint. The book, or more accurately the book's sublect, conws garlanded 
rhapsodical praise from such diverse fan luminaries as fiJm-maker Darren Arnnofosky; NorthamplrH'! 
comics mage Alan Moore; and Latino writer Junot Diaz. 

Comics scholar Todd "Hignite has constructed an ambitious weaving of the h1,,,,mM1t•,,,,,,i 
commentary arovnd 1:krnandcz idiosyncratic art and life, including 
promotional and cover art, newspaper and magazine clippings, flyers ,ind 
interviews and even some complete strips - notably an expanded version of 
was originally serialized in the ,'\lcw York Times magazine, then mprintcd in (m!<' 


